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Abstract 

Based on communication network as the background, this paper established a model to 

capture the cascading failures. The relationship between the local routing congestion 

information mean dynamics. In this model, according to new congestion function defined by 

each node (dynamic weight) is put forward based on the local congestion information, 

routing policy with adjustable parameters. On the BA scale-free network and ER random 

discusses caused by deliberate attacks on the network of cascading failure behavior. Through 

numerical simulation main findings, based on the new measure network robustness index 

(namely, critical production rate, there is a free flow to the phase change of the cascade 

configuration), the optimal value of existing routing parameters to achieve most robust 

network and the optimal value related to the network topology. 

 

Keywords: routing, large-scale network, Congestion function, route discovery, Cascading 
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1. Introduction 

Based on this model also puts forward some protection strategies, these strategies are 

usually considered from three aspects [1]. A modified network topology [2-4]; The 

second is to optimize the design of the network capacity [5]; Three is to design a better 

routing policy [6-8], such as weighted shortest path routing strategy, the weighting 

scheme on the basis of the static network topology information (e.g., degree and 

betweenness, etc.). Consider the first two aspects of cost and implementation difficulty, 

design a better routing strategies to effectively utilize the structure and capacity of the 

network itself will is to improve the actual network robustness against cascading 

failures are relatively good method. The above is idealized assumptions in the model. In 

the real system, the traffic is often produced by per unit time is not sure; Also are not 

necessarily invalid overload node. In addition, more importantly, ignored the many real 

network system on this model, such as traffic network and communication network in 

intelligent individuals can according to the environment of intelligent judgment or 

decision of the important behavior. When intelligent individual existence, if a node 

transmission efficiency is low, the flow stream can avoid this path and choose higher 

transmission efficiency path route by, do not have to wait until the node real "closed" 

and unable to work, that fails will change the path, which is the so-called congestion 

effects. Has the effect of congestion on the network, therefore, completely different 

from the traditional network flow distribution mechanism, traditional node on the 

network load definition method cannot reflect the effect of the nodes on the network 

congestion by real bearing capacity. Recently there are [9-12] based on the global 

routing congestion information, puts forward the global congestion effect of cascading 
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failure model, to explore the effect of network structure on congestion propagation. In 

the reality of the large-scale network system, the global congestion information 

acquisition is extremely difficult, because each individual's information collection, 

storage and processing power is often limited. From the perspective of the congestion 

effect of the above two kinds of extreme situations, the congestion effect between a 

class and its global congestion effects model more practical cascading failure model of 

its local congestion effects [13-16]. In view of this, based on the communication 

network as the background, such a model is established to capture the cascading 

failures. The relationship between the local routing congestion information mean 

dynamics of in this model, the new congestion function for each node defined (dynamic 

weight) is put forward based on the local congestion information, routing policy with 

adjustable parameters. On this basis, the introduction of package containing "jump 

model, define the node load in more realistic way. In addition, consider a simple and 

practical overload node failure mechanism. According to the new measurement network 

robustness against cascading failures, network based on two typical models, and studies 

the routing parameters, the packet generation rate, congestion information time delay, 

network topology for congestion (cascading failure) transmission. 

 

2. Related Works 

Flow is free on the Internet, congestion rely on many network system in modern 

society, such as communication network, power grids and transportation network run 

efficiently and normal function, so the flow mechanics characteristics on the network 

get the wide attention from many researchers in the field of. Research on this question 

to the purpose is to control and avoid network congestion, improve the transmission 

efficiency of the network. Therefore, efficient routing policy on complex network 

research has always been the hot spot of the enduring topic [17, 18]. Dynamics on the 

network process relies on the underlying topology structure, thus, revealing the 

influence of the network topological structure of convection dynamics has become the 

core issues. Researchers mainly choose in some typical topology based on the  study of 

dynamic behavior and the characteristic of flow on the network, in particular, a large 

number of real networks were found with scale-free properties, a large part of the work 

focused on the scale-free network. Here pay attention to the flow of the mechanical 

characteristics mainly from free flow state to congestion state phase transformation, and 

through the phase change of network capacity (or network throughput), and the network 

throughput can measure the transmission efficiency of the network. As a result, to avoid 

congestion, improve the transmission efficiency of the network usually means to 

maximize the network throughput, which is highly efficient routing policy design goal. 

Will just at the beginning of some of the current routing strategy is divided into two 

broad categories: based on the global static information routing policy and routing 

strategy based on local static information. Among them, the global static information 

refers to the entire network topology information, the local static information refers to a 

range of neighbor nodes topology information down to the two broad categories. 

 

2.1. The Routing Strategy based on Global Static Information 

Reality and flow on the network system (hereafter called package), generally is the 

fastest transport as the goal, therefore the current some real system routing strategy is 

adopted by the shortest path routing, i.e., according to the node to source node and the 

node j to destination node packets along it’s after the number of nodes (or edge) 
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minimum path transmission. This routing is a typical routing based on global static 

information, is the foundation and the frame of reference in the study of routing policy. 

Though shortest path routing strategy can make the transfer faster, but easy to lead to M 

congestion in the network, especially in scale-free networks, because a few widely 

degrees of nodes (these degrees generally is between big node) is a lot of shortest path 

mix, if too many packages to choose node to pass these degrees, easily lead to 

congestion of the node first, through these nodes will take a longer waiting time. At this 

point, the shortest path routing policy will not be able to make the package reaches the 

destination node with the quickest speed, the transmission efficiency of network thus 

reduced. Consider magnanimous node is the bottleneck of packet transmission, which is 

a kind of improved shortest path routing, in particular, will any a transmission path 

between i and j are represented as   0 1
, , ,

n
P i j i x x x j    , Remember that the 

length of the path is: 

    
1

0

:

n

i

i

L P i j k x








                                    （1） 

Effective path routing has the advantage that when the number of packages on the 

network is bigger, because the package to avoid magnanimous nodes, can improve the 

network throughput, alleviate the network congestion, thus improve the transfer 

efficiency of the network. But when the package quantity is small, package still can 

avoid not busy magnanimous node, thus longer transmission distance, make the 

transmission speed is reduced, and the transmission speed is another important measure 

of network transmission efficiency index. The root causes of this result is that this 

routing policy only using the static network topology information, it can't reflect the 

dynamic change of the network. The strategy definition, in many of the paths between 

source and destination nodes, package node of minimizing the sum of the queue length 

of path is chosen as the transmission path. 

Global dynamic routing is not only consider the global static times, also considered 

the global dynamic total letter, namely network all nodes of queue length and the 

history of the queue length of nodes directly reflects the trend of the node congestion. 

For the use of the global congestion information, scale-free networks under which the 

strategy, when the package quantity is bigger, also can undoubtedly bypass those with 

congestion trend of magnanimous nodes, which makes the network throughput greatly 

more than many, including effective path routing, the throughput under the routing 

policy. Not only that, while the number of package is small, magnanimous nodes can 

also be used fully, will not reduce transmission speed. As a result, the transmission 

efficiency of scale-free networks can get a more comprehensive improvement. However, 

enterprise bureau of dynamic routing to real-time collection, storage, and update all the 

queue length of nodes in the network information, in the actual may be difficult to use. 

Actual should be more than the global dynamic routing local dynamic road mountain, 

because it only take advantage of local dynamic information. 

 

2.2. The Routing Strategy based on Local Static Information 

In the literature [19], Wang Wenxu and others on the scale-free network is put 

forward based on the local routing strategy of static information. For each node, if the 

packet's destination node is its neighbor nodes, then the directly to the destination. Then 

package tend to choose a small degree of nodes, each node in the network on the 

average number of package. It is precisely because the average effect, making the 
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networkeach node is not easy, first of all, congestion occurs, so as to make the network 

throughput maximize. 

3. System Model Description 
 

3.1. Based on Local Routing Congestion Information Flow Mechanics 

The model of graph G = (V.E) to represent the network.  Assume that G is an 

undirected connected graph, there are N nodes and M edges, one of 

them  1, 2 , ,
i

V e i N   represents a collection of nodes.  1, 2 , ,
j

E e j M   is on behalf of 

the collection. This model inspired in real communication network system. Such as on the Internet, as a 

result of the creation and depletion of bits of information, the number of packets associated with the 

network traffic is changing with time, its 屮, arrived at the destination node removal called disappear. 

Take an examination of the tiger, will I on a given network flow mechanics model is as follows: 

assume that each time step, the probability of each node to R to produce a package, and add it to the 

node queue, destination node in other N - 1 node 屮 random selection. Each node in transmission, the 

first is to search inside its neighbor nodes, if there is a destination node neighbor node, then transmitted 

to the destination node; If not, according to the predefined routing strategy to deliver it to the next node. 

Package immediately on arrival at the destination node from the complex network 屮 removed, using 

fifo queue rules. This contains deposit process of fire jump model enables the nodes in a network of 

load to given in the form of history and a drink of attack. 

Different from the use of the widely used betweenness to learn righteousness node load method, 

This model will be the node i load is defined as  i
L t moment t in the sum of the node queue package, 

namely: 

         1
i i i j i i

j

L t L t I t x t d t         i  ， 1t                      (2) 
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Among them,  i
I t denotes t time node i to produce the number of packages,  ji

x t on 

behalf of t time node j from its neighbor node i receives the number of packages, 

 i
d t on behalf of t time deal with a number of nodes i, node i processing capacity

i
D  of 

the said unit time to deal with the number of the parcel, 
i

k and < k > said node t degree 

and the average degree of network, 1K  as constants, symbol     integer upwards. 

Formula (4) of the node processing power is proportional to the degree of the node. 

This is consistent with the actual network, such as in the Internet, has a large number of 

edge routers, tend to have more packets routed through it, at the same time, it also tend 

to have stronger capability to handle a packet. For simplicity, and do not break general, 

taking. T moment of all nodes in the network load average, said the global load level of 

the moment t network. In the cascading failure model of the past, because of the 

influence of some actual Routing protocols, such as the Internet RIP (Routing 

information protocol), generally defined packages from source node to destination node 

transmission route choice is always based on the shortest path (SP) Routing. SP 

strategy's capacity to make more than the shortest path only interchange nodes, with a 

relatively large between congestion nodes. Moreover, this strategy consider whether or 
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not the network in the congestion state, even if the routing performance fell sharply due 

to congestion by the number of nodes, that cannot be handled in time it receives packets, 

it can't to choose the new routing path for package. This strategy takes into account the 

packet to the destination node can pass all the nodes of congestion state. The global 

congestion awareness routing is a routing based on global congestion information. But, 

for the reality of large-scale network system, it is not practical in the Internet, for 

example, each router cannot accurately know all other real-time router congestion status. 

Therefore, this model defines a routing strategy based on local congestion interest.  

Assume that node i in a packet to select a node in its neighbor nodes n as it’s the next 

node to destination node j. For each neighbor node, n, define a cost function to reflect 

the "cost" of the distance between nodes and j, namely 

 1 ,
n n j n i

P h f n


                                            （6） 

Where 
n j

h is to the destination node j is a node n the shortest path length (minimum 

hop count);   0 ,1
n n

f f  is a congestion function related to node n load
n

L , equivalent to 

node n gives a dynamic weights, the larger the value
n

f , the greater the congestion 

degree of the node, which is the node load on the transmission efficiency is lower; 

Index 0   is an adjustable routing parameters, used to adjust the local congestion in 

the routing of the weight, the  greater , local congestion awareness greater. Of all the 

neighbor node generation I get node value
n

P , choose to have the smallest
n

P  node n as 

the next routing nodes. At the time 0
n

f  , 
n

P is equal to that SP policy values
n j

h . At that 

time 0
n

f  , the SP strategy value is factor correction  1
n

f


 . Obviously, at that time, 

0   local congestion did not play a role in routing, this strategy to SP.  

In order to implement the proposed minimum cost path routing, each node needs to 

know its neighbor nodes real-time dynamic weighting
n

f . Neighbor nodes
n

f , the so-

called local congestion information, this information on to the former is relatively easy 

to obtain. Internet, for example, each node can exchange keep alive with neighbor 

nodes continuous real-time message (keep alive messages). Consider the information 

transmission cost, however, can be updated every few seconds between neighbor nodes 

exchange information, therefore, set a time delay t , t defined as from neighbor node 

receives the update time steps needed for the information. 

3.2 cascading failure process 

In this model, make a production contract chariot rate for network load coefficient, 

the greater the said network load, the greater the pressure. Obviously, if R once over the 

network to load the biggest processing capacity, may be because of overload caused by 

congestion. And this paper focus on congestion (i.e., the cascading failure) is caused by 

attack. Before the attack under normal circumstances, the network running in a state of 

freedom. In this state, to any node 0
i

f  , package along the minimum cost path is the 

shortest path routing. When one or a few son nodes removed from the network due to 

attack, and the removal of general changed the minimum cost path between nodes, 

make originally after these nodes to reroute the package, different network load based 

on routing policy to redistribute. If attacked the node transmit a large load, the 

consequences could be serious, because the large load (or routing) need to be 

redistributed, and receive the load node may not be able to handle the extra load. These 

nodes congestion will occur, resulting in further reroute load. This is repeated, the 
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network congestion gradually spread, resulting in a cascade of failure. In the end, the 

node in very small amounts of attacks can lead to the collapse of most of the network. 

To simulate node after being attacked network dynamic change, I will each network 

node congestion function
i

f  are defined as follows: 
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Where, *

i
C denotes node i by flow (light load) in the upper bound of work load, since 

the node load fully use its ability to handle it, so we will define *

i
C as *

i i
C D suggested 

by such a definition. The processing capacity of node i. The upper bound of the work in 

free flow when the node, the higher
i

D  there’s ability to ease congestion is stronger; 

And I said node overloaded state of upper and lower bounds of the load, this paper 

defines its value is equal to the node load capacity of the I, namely node I queue to 

store the number of the parcel. In normal circumstances, the packet is transmitted along 

the shortest path, so the capacity of the node I defined through the between, namely 

 1 ,
i i

C B i                                           （8） 

The constants 0  for tolerance parameters, betweenness 
i

B calculation method for: 

 1

1
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Among them, 
s t

 and  s t
i meaning. As can be seen from the formula (7), 

i
f is 

about the node load monotonous reduction function. Such a definition that the node 

load wand its congestion function value (weights) for the routing and load distribution 

is mutual restriction: in the process of after the node has a weight change, the load on 

the network will be redistributed, the redistribution of load weight will affect the node. 

(7) to the right of the three conditions of the nodes is presented three states: normal, 

congestion and overload state. In the first two state of nodes are collectively referred to 

as the overload node. In most of the past cascading failure model, the node once 

overload, immediately as failure node  In many practical network system, the node 

degree of instantaneous overload is allowed, and node failure if caused by the 

cumulative effect of overload. The Internet, for example, an accidental overload 

concurrent flow leads to a router. Although this overload node does not  have the ability 

to receive packets (because there is no spare cache to store the packets), but may also in 

packet forwarding its cache. Decreases when the cache in the package, the node can 

also be restored to the state of overload. The transient overloads usually do not 

significantly influence the normal operation of the entire network. Moreover, many 

existing in the actual system monitoring and control measures. Once detected nodes 

overload, it will take some protective measures in the response time to alleviate 

overload. Considering this, we give a simple and more practical overload node failure 

determination mechanism: for each overload node set an overload duration time (just 

overload node at time of time = 1). If the node state of overload duration exceeds: T 

time step, the node for the failure. The parameter r is related with the set the response 
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time of the network system itself, may be different in different systems. In the 

simulation, set up T = 4. In addition, when a node is isolated nodes, has c learly not 

receiving and forwarding packets, this node failure nodes should also be considered. 

Therefore, this model will overload state more than T time step and isolated nodes are 

collectively referred to as the failure of node, other nodes called the failure of nodes. In 

the actual routing protocols, such as the Internet RIP protocol, node failure events will 

be notified to the other nodes in network, receiving the message nodes will delete node 

routing failure is contained in the routing table, failure node so stop receiving packets. 

To this end, the provisions of this model, failure node will be removed from the 

network, only can reach the failure node is qualified to be the purpose of the package 

node. 

Here the focus of global cascading failure is the maximum number of interface is a 

q % of the initial attack node. In order to measure the size of the cascading failure, that 

is, to measure the network robustness to resist the cascading failures, considering 

cascading failure propagation stability after the two Numbers: the largest scale
G

S  and 

efficiency of network connected sub graph
G

U .
G

S is the largest connected subgraph of 

network G contains the number of nodes. In order to reflect the effects of congestion on 

the network efficiency, unlike previous studies mostly adopted by the network 

definition of efficiency 
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1

1
G i j

i j G

U
N N
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Between the nodes i and j is defined as the path of the efficiency
,i j

 , for all paths 

between I and j, calculate the whole efficiency of path node harmonic, the maximum 

value is   
1

*

,
1 1

i j k
f



  . For comparison, the two number respectively made a 

normalized processing, G 'for the attack but cascade failure in front of the network.  

 

4. Simulation Results and Analysis 

Article mainly in two typical model network: BA scale-free network and ER 

stochastic network simulation research on the cascading failure model, BA network 

with heterogeneous degree and between distribution, while the ER network, to the 

contrary, the degree and between distribution with no homogeneity. And compared to 

the ER network, BA network average path length of the smaller, this is a result of the 

degree of the existence of a great center node. To comparative study of the two 

different network zhe flapping on cascading failure behavior, using the same network 

size and almost the same average degree of < k >, if not specified otherwise, the value 

of N and k > < 150 and 4, respectively. The choice of size N = 150, which is based on 

two reasons: (1) a relatively small system can be seen as the backbone network, on 

which the simulation can get enough meaningful statistical characteristics; (2) because 

of the restriction of hardware conditions, as well as the time complexity of congestion 

function value calculation, the whole process of cascading failure for a longer running 

time. In two kinds of each simulation results on the web is in 10 different network 

instance on average more than 50 times. Every time the simulation experiment, before 

the attack, the network is from no load to start loading operation to t = 5000 paces, and 

if no overload failure nodes, can be thought of as the network at this time in the free 

flow of steady walking. In order to guarantee the cascading failure is the purpose of 
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such processing is the attack itself rather than network overload (caused by excessive 

use. For convenience of observation of cascading failure process, below in figure 1 t = 

0 to refer to the t = 5000, which refer to the network after being attacked but the 

moment before the cascading failure. 

Figure 1-2 shows under a given R, have different BA and ER cascading failure on the 

network communication process. From figure 1 and 2 you can see, with different 

network cascade failure will occur. And, in the end the spread of cascading failure into 

a stable state. This is because the failure of nodes with the development of cascading 

failure and increased number, departs from these failure nodes in the network are 

beneficial to reduce the global load of network, so as to make the cascading failure 

propagation, be suppressed. And with different e ER networks have cascading failure 

will not occur. This is largely because, compared with the homogeneous network of ER 

in heterogeneous network of BA, biggest betweenness node to maintain the network 

function of the structure and function of bigger, therefore, attacks on this node is more 

likely to cause cascading failure. This and most of the cascade model is consistent with 

the results. 

 

 

Figure 2. SN v.s. t 

 

Figure 3. Un v.s. t 

5. Conclusion 

Complex communications and/or transportation network is essential to our life and 

production activities, with the continuous development of the control network, especially the 

rising number of users, cascading failure has become a network in a larger scale and load 

pressure system safety and stable operation of the serious threat. On the basis of the analysis 
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and summary of related work, this paper proposes a with adjustable parameters based on local 

congestion information routing strategy, and introduce package containing "jump model, and 

considering an overload node failure mechanism, constructs the new cascading failure model. 

On the BA scale-free network and ER random discusses caused by deliberate attacks on the 

network of cascading failure behavior. Through numerical simulation main findings, based on 

the new measure network robustness index (namely, critical production rate, there is a free 

flow to the phase change of the cascade configuration), the optimal value of existing routing 

parameters to achieve most robust network and the optimal value related to the network 

topology. And heterogeneous BA network robustness is negatively related to the network 

size, the homogeneity of the ER network, on the other hand. In addition, the robustness of the 

two networks are negatively related to the congestion information time delay. Optimal value 

reveals the routing parameters, in order to improve the network robustness to resist the 

cascading failures, routing policy should have moderate congestion perception ability, but 

congestion awareness routing strategy of the stronger, the better. 
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